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TABLE II - 2 
PROVISIONAL SERIES 3 PROJECTIQNS: BASE CASES AND 
HOUSING UNITS, EMPLOYMENT AT PLACE OF VlfiRK AND POPULATIO~l: 1975 AND 1990 
(all data are in 1000' ) 
Housing Units 
1975 Case 1 Case 2 1975 2 1975 
6 487 3 507.4 1089.9 
201.7 321.0 212.9 582.8 
.2 108. 66. 216.1 
28.4 36. 90.0 
307 7 594. 
208. 244.6 254. 576.4 
392.4 537.8 575.3 723.2 661.7 1169.7 
62.3 150.9 101.7 70.7 66. 186.3 
100.5 166.6 139.5 114. q 98. 245.4 
1768.6 2363.9 2342.7 2046.6 2580.6 2400.5 4829.2 
(al data are in 1000's) 
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Household Size 
As fertility has declined so has the average household size. In the Series 3 
projections, slightly higher "household headship rates 11 are assumed. Also, 
the children of the "baby boom" are now reaching adulthood and forming 
households--causing a ''household boom". These two conditions result in a 
projected decrease in household size (persons per household), as shown in 
the table below. 
An important consequence of this reduction in average household size is that 
almost all of the large growth in the number of households will be in 1 and 
2 person households. For the region as a whole, households with four or more 
persons would probably drop slightly. 
Reductions in average household size are also calculated by 440 zone. The 
household size in each zone is reduced by the regional average percentage 
reduction. New households are allocated at the regional average "new house-
hold" size. The following table shows the projected persons per household 
by county (aggregations of zones) and compares the annual changes with the 
1970 to 1975 annual changes. In each Base Case, the projected rate of 
decrease in persons per household is slower for the region and most counties 
than they experienced in the 1970 to 1975 period. 
I I I - 4 
PERSONS PER HOUSEHOLD 
Base Case l Base Case 2 
Average Average Ave-rage 
Annual Annual Annual 
Change Change Change 
Count 1970 70-75 1975 75-90 1990 75-90 1990 
Alameda 2.84 -.03 2.67 -.02 2.35 
-.03 2.22 
Contra Costa 3. 19 -.08 2.78 -.0'3 2.33 -.04 2.12 
r·1arin 2.94 -.06 2.66 - J)3 2.27 -.03 2.13 
Nara 2.92 +.OOa 2.94 -.03 2.55 -.03 2.54 
San Francisco 2.34 -.04 2.16 -. 01 2.00 -. Ol 2.00 
San Mateo 2.97 -.05 2.74 -.1)2 2.45 -JJ2 2.33 
Santa Clara 3.22 -.06 2.92 -.03 2.49 -.03 2.30 
So 1 a no 3.14 -.06 2.82 -.04 2.21 -.05 2. 12 
Sonoma 2.92 -.11 2.37 .02 2.03 -.03 l. 95 
REGION 2.90 -.05 2.65 -.02 2.31 -.03 2.19 
a Napa had an insignificant average annual change for 1970-75. 
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Economic Assumptions 
Regional employment projections by industry were developed for 24 manufactur-
ing and 12 nonmanufacturing industry groups. These projections were driven 
by projection of national economic and regional demographic trends. 
The manufacturing industry groups were projected using a variation of the 
method known technically as "shift-shares", which involves an hi stori ca 1 
examination of the performance of an industry regionally with that same 
industry nationally. 
Table III - 5 shows the 24 manufacturing groups and summarizes the 1970-75 
analysis. For those industries where the regional growth rate exceeded 
the national rate, the region has a "comparative advantage." Similarly, 
for those where the regional growth rate was less than the national rate, 
the region has a "comparative disadvantage." 
TABLE III - 5 
COMPARISON OF BAY REGION AND NATIONAL GROWTH TRENDS 
OF MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY GROUPS, 1970-75 
INDUSTRIES GROWING FASTER INDUSTRIES GROWING SLOWER 
THAN NATIONAL RATE, 1970-75 THAN NATIONAL RATE, 1970-75 




Appare 1 Furniture 
Chemica 1 s Paper 
Leather Printing 
Primary Metals Petroleum 
Non electrical Machinery Rubber 
Electric Test & Distributing Stone, Clay and Glass 
Equipment Fabricated Metals 
Communication Equipment Radio & TV Receiving Equipment 
Electronic Components 




It should be stressed that this analysis is relative. For example, where an 
industry is declining nationally but declining less rapidly regionally, the 
region would have a comparative advantage. Conversely, the region would 
have a comparative disadvantage where an industry grew regionally but grew 
less rapidly than nationally. 
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After determining in which manufacturing groups the region historically had 
comparative advantages and disadvantages, the next step was to make assump-
tions about what would happen to those comparative advantages and disadvantages 
in the future. In general, the assumption was made that the region's compara-
tive advantage in manufacturing would gradually diminish in the future. A key 
difference between the two Base Cases relates to these assumptions. Base Case 
2 assumes that this shift will be more rapid than Base Case 1. 
The final step in generating the manufacturing projections was to apply the 
comparative advantage/disadvantage assumptions to a set of national manu-
facturing employment projections. The national projections were generally 
derived from the U.S. Departments of Commerce and Agriculture OBERS Projections, 
Series "E" (April 1974). 
Table III -6 identifies the 12 nonmanufacturing industry groups defined for 
the analysis and gives a brief indication of the relationships used to 
develop the projections. These relationships were based upon statistical 
analysis for the period 1961 through 1972. 
Because population and manufacturing employment vary between Base Case 1 and 
2, employment in most nonmanufacturing industry groups also vary. 
Employment projections for "basic" industry groups for each of the four 
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA's) in the region were based 
upon projections of the SMSA shares of employment in these groups. The 
projections of SMSA shares were based upon a statistical analysis of the 
period 1965 through 1975, supplemented by information on"known" future 
development of economic activity. 
Data on known future economic activities (currently under construction or 
planned for development) were also introduced at the individual zone level. 
A basic employment model was used to project the zonal locations of the 
remainder of basic employment. These known future locations account for a 
significant portion of basic employment growth in the near future. 
TABLE III - 6 






Retai 1 Trade 
Transportation 
Communications and Utilities 
Finance 
Insurance and Real Estate 
Services 
Federal Government 




related to population growtha 
stable - no specific relationship 
stable - no specific relationship 
related to retail trade growth 
related to population and income growth 
related to economic activity growth 
related to population and income growth 
related to population and income growth 
related to population and income growth 
related to population and income growth 
slow growth - no specific relationship 
related to population growth 
Agriculture employment declines when 
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IV. THE 1975 DATA BASE 
A totally new data base was developed for April 1975 - the starting point 
for the Series 3 projections. In this section the sources for the data that 
are used at 440 zone detail are described. Regional level data is described 
in the section on "Assumptions". Also, the 1975 land data base at 440 
zone is described above in the section on "Local Policies". In compiling 
the data base, available mid-decade censuses and county and city planning 
department estimates were used. The home based data is described first, 
followed by the work based data. 
The primary home based data includes Total Population, Household Population, 
Group Quarter Population (which is the Total Population less the Household 
Population), Occupied Dwelling Units (not total dwelling units) and Employed 
Residents. The sources of these data at zonal level are listed in Table 
IV-1. Since zones are aggregates of 1970 Census Tracts, only the data 
reported at Census Tract level could be used. Marin County Comprehensive 
Planning Department estimates were used in lieu of a census. Some censuses 
were taken before or after the April 1975 base date for the projections, 
and were adjusted to the base date. The adjustments were based on estimates 
of the variables for counties and cities by the California Department 
of Finance (DoF). 
Some counties reported only part of the data required, while others 
took no censuses. Where no census data was available, we estimated the 
zonal values using DoF estimates for cities or counties, also listed in 
Table IV-1. Although there were no countywide censuses in Alameda and 
San Mateo counties, some cities did take censuses._ Alameda County 
enumerated the unincorporated part of the county. These censuses were used 
and other zonal totals were controlled to the DoF estimates for the county. 
Few accurate estimates of employment at place of work are available at 
the 440 zone (or Census Tract) level, especially for the industrial 
category detail used in the projections. Consequentl~ the UTP (Urban 
Transportation Planning Package, U.S. Bureau of the Census) enumerations 
of work trips were used to estimate 1970 employment by industrial category. 
These 440 zone estimates were projected forward to 1975 using the BEMOD 
and PLUM models, and controlled to the SMSA estimates reported in the 
California Employment Development Department (EDD) Labor Market Bulletins. 
The San Jose and Palo Alto Planning Departments had estimated employment 
by industrial category at census tract, and this was substituted for 
the 1975 projections in these cities, while other Santa Clara County 
zones were adjusted to control to the EDD estimate. 
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TABLE IV - 1 







Balance of County 
Contra Costa County 
Marin County 
Napa County 
San Francisco County 
San Mateo County 
Pacifica 
Balance of County 





Sept. '74 city census 
March '75 city censu2 
Oct. '753city census estimate3 estimate 
Apri 1 '75 
county census 
Jan. '76 County 




Sept. '7~ city census2 
estimate 
April '75 county census 






Sept. '74 city census 
estimatel 
Oct. '753city census2 estimate3 estimate 
April '75 
county census 
Jan. '76 County 
Planning 2Dept. estimate 
Sept. '75 
county census2 
t. 3 es 1mate 
' Sept. '7~ city census2 
estimate 
Apri 1 '75 county census 
estimate3 
estimate3 
1 Based on projected relationship to Total Population 
2 Adjusted to April 1975 
~ Based on 1975 DoF estimate for city 
Based on 1970 relationship to Household Population 
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OCCUPIED DWELLING UNITS 
Sept. '7f city census 
estimate 2 Oct. '75 city c2nsus 
June '763census estimate 
April '75 
county census 
Jan. '76 County 





Sept. '76 city census2 
estimate3 
April '75 county census 
Sept. '7~ county 
census 














April '75 county c ens us 
estimate4 
estimate4 
V. THE REGIONAL AND ZONAL PROJECTIONS 
THE REGIONAL CONTROL PROJECTIONS 
Table V-1 presents the regional control values which are used to guide the 
operation of the modeling system for the Series 3 Provisional Base Cases 
from 1975 to 1990. These control totals were assembled from the demographic 
and economic projections that were made to the year 2000. These assumptions 
were described in a previous section. Some definitional explanations are 
useful to clarify the concepts used in the regional controls and also in the 
zonal detail of these same variables. 
Total Population consists of residential population plus population 
in group quarters. 
Residential Population includes persons housed in individual 
housing units, within single or multiple-unit buildings. 
Group Quarters Population consists of residents of dormitories 
boarding houses, residential hotels, hospitals, convalescent 
homes, and jails. 
Occupied Housing Units does not include vacant units in the 
existing or estimated housing stock. 
Employed Residents are employed persons at their place of 
residence. Unemployed Persons are not included in this concept. 
Non-Working Population constitutes the remainder of the residen-
tial population after employed residents are subtracted. This 
category definitionally includes unemployed persons. 
Total Employment includes all employed residents at their place 
of work. It does not exactly equal the number of jobs reported 
for the region because of double job holders and other technical 
sources of duplications in the job count. 
Basic Employment is that portion of Total Employment that con-
sists of employment in Basic Industries; i.e., manufacturing 
industries and other industries that export their products or 
provide them as suppliers to other regional industries. 
Local Serving Employment is the other fraction of Total Employ-
ment that is employed in industries serving the regional markets 
primarily consisting of the local population. Specific employ-
ment aggregates are provided for Retail Trade, Professional and 
Business Services, Retail Services, and Other Local Service 
Industries. 
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TABLE V ~ 1 
PROVISIONAL BASE CASE 1 
REGIONAL PROJECTIONS 1975 TO 1990 
PLUM CONTROL TOTALS 
(All Data Are In 1000's) 
1975 1980 1985 1990 
Total Population 4829.10 5076.00 5348.10 5623.40 
Group Quarters 141.00 141.40 147.10 152.0() 
Residential Population 4688.10 4934.60 5201.00 5471.40 
Occupied Housing Units 1768.70 1974.00 2172.60 2363,90 
Employed Residents 2040.00 2214.54 2401.61 2580.75 
Non-Working Population 2648.10 2720.06 2799.39 2890.65 
Total Employment 2040.00 2214.54 2401.61 2580.75 
Basic Employment 948.80 990.65 1072.89 1151.92 
Local Serving Employment 1091.20 1223.89 1328.73 1428.83 
Retail Trade 311.10 334.25 361.73 387.44 
Professional Services 218.30 231.31 259.50 284.11 
Retail Services 190.70 207.16 217.61 229.17 
Other Local Services 371.10 451.17 489.88 528.11 
Household Size 2.65 2.50 2.39 2.31 
PROVISIONAL BASE CASE 2 
REGIONAL PROJECTIONS 1975 TO 1990 
PLUM CONTROL TOTALS 
(All Data Are In 1000's) 
1975 1980 1985 1900 
Total Population 4829.10 4993.70 5152.20 5284.20 
Group Quarters 141.00 140.70 145.20 148.5() 
Residential Population 4688.10 4852.90 5006.90 5135.60 
Occupied Housing Units 1768.70 1985.70 2175.20 2342.70 
Employed Res1ctents 2040.00 2187,34 2317.96 2400,7() 
Non-Working Population 2648.10 2665.56 2688.95 2734.90 
Total Employment 2040.00 2187.34 2317.96 2400.70 
Basic Employment 948.80 982.15 1040.65 1()75,25 
Local Serving Employment 1091.20 1205.20 1277.30 1325.45 
Retail Trade 311.10 330.48 350.59 363.48 
Professional Services 218.30 227.21 248.13 261.19 
Retail Services 190.70 203.84 208.97 212.35 
Other Local Services 371.10 443.67 469.61 488.43 
Household Size 2.65 2.44 2.30 2.19 
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Household Size, at the bottom of the tables, is presented as a 
ratio linking Residential Population and Occupied Housing Units. 
It is a useful evaluative concept to reflect the impact of pro-
jected demographic tendencies on the size of the housing stock. 
THE LAND USE AND LOCAL POLICY DATA 
Accompanying the economic and demographic variables are appendix tables 
accounting for the several categories of current and projected land uses. 
The most important categories are those transformed from the concepts and 
measurements collected in the Local Policy Survey previously described in 
this report. 
Developable Land has been adjusted from the detailed definitions 
of the Local Policy Survey to fit the accounting and processing 
concepts of the modeling system. For purposes of the projection 
models the development policy survey categories of development 
potential are summarized as follows: 
Projections Categories 
Policy Prime Vacant Land 
Policy Secondary Vacant Land 
Local Policy Survey Categories 
Urban High Development Potential 
Urban Medium Development Potential 
Rural Medium Development Potential 
Urban Low Development Potential 
Rural Low Development Potential 
Total Acreage includes all of the land area within the zonal 
boundaries. It excludes external bodies of water technically 
within city or county boundaries such as bay and ocean waters. 
Deferred or Excluded Lands includes vacant acreaqe excluded from developable 
land by virtue of being in public use or committed for public acqui-
sition, or by virtue of local ordinances prohibitinq its develop-
ment. 
Streets, Highways includes acreage occupied for public access 
to residences, businesses, and other activities located within 
the zonal boundaries, and consists of streets, highways, express-
ways, freeways, interchange, overpass, and underpass areas. 
Basic Acreage consists of areas that are occupied bv Basic 
establishments measured excluding streets which are. already 
included in the Streets, Highways category. 
Local-Serving Acreage consists of areas that are occupied by 
Local-Serving establishments, measured excluding streets which 
are already included in the Streets, Highways cateqory. 
Residential Acreage consists of areas that are occupied by 
individual homes and multiple-unit residential buildings, 
measured excluding streets which are already included in 
the Streets, Highways category. 
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Industrial Available includes vacant developable land exclusively 
held for industrial and business establishments, or with 
acknowledged industrial potential. 
THE ZONAL PROJECTIONS 
In Appendices A through F, zonal level data are presented that parallel 
the regional variables defined above. The tables incorporate data for the 
1975 Data Base and also include 1990 projections for the Base Cases. Zone 
numbers are arranged clockwise around the Bay starting in Marin County and 
ending with San Francisco. This ordering can be observed on the accompany-
ing map which is helpful in locating and identifying individual zones. 
Almost all of the 440 zones are composed of 1970 Census Tracts or groups 
of tracts. The linkages between zones and the Census Tracts are listed in 
the Correspondence Table, Appendix G. It will be observed that 14 zones 
































BASED ON 1970 CENSUS TRACTS 
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A. 1975 Data Base: Housing, Employment, and Population 
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• lO~ES 169,171 ARE CONTAINED IN CEN TRACT 4090 
ZONES 208.209 ARE CONTAINED IN CEN TRACT 4506 
znNES 210, 211 ARE CONTAINED IN CFN TRACT 4507 
217 381873. 3R1599. 26. 236. o. o. o. o. 13. 
Z!q 3109 6. 5175. 400. 213. 339. s1 a. 870. 2525. 20764. 
(19 2Q6q 5. 260U. 54. 34. 46. lOS. 688. o. 17155. 
?20 21252. 11142. 183. 109. 113. 428. 1097. 3673. 4507. 
221 17302. 6869. 69. 22. 106. 78. 619. <;39. 9000. 
222 6609'5. 57050. 1. 10. o. o. o. o. 9034. 
?23 33992. 33763. 53. 24. 65. 87. o. o. o. 
224 18169. 8171>. 623. 60. 217. 1497. 20. 1476. 6100. 
22 5 4613. 854. 591. 37. 202. 1520. 311. 928. 104. 
226 11741. 4 780. 924. 220. 253. 2164. 572. 813. 2015. 
227 19041. 13812. 419. 16. 1 oz. 1116. 5. 1071. 25ou. 
22 8 1295. HZ. 172. 69. 162. 245. 't5. 216. 44. 
zzq 3045. 199. 590. 54. 302. 951. 133. 804. 12. 
230 1996. 229. 134. 144. 144. 129. 496. 685. 35. 
111'/!f PA1)t. ~ 
p~Gfl. ~J.IIHP t<J<itt!Y Zctll!f. foV\1.. ~ ~c. >oMI--~Niil ~t>llfiiiAI.. 1111'\Wf ~ ~ A~ ~ ~~~~~ ~ ........ ~~.~~~ 
7 231 32?8 .. 327. 433. 639. l16. 721. 696. 231. 5. 
7 232 186?. 84. 423. 2. 131. 1141. o. 75. 6. 
7 233 1855. 269. 416. 5. !18. 88 2. 19. 63. 23. 
7 234 1Al4. 19. 392. 4. 139. 1041. o. 19. o. 
7 235 163H. 269. 314. 33. 228. 638. 6. 96. ;4. 
7 236 4511. 634. 668. 5. ZoO. 1695. o. 1221. 28. 
7 237 40q4. 3415. 185. 3. 142. 347. o. o. 2. 
7 ?18 4569. 2209. 4q4. 34. 178. 1169. 96. 280. 109. 
7 2 J4 5a79. 2530. 37a. 5. 217. 899. 15. 1043. o. 
7 240 4574. 932. 282. 2. 82. 767. o. 1231>. 1273. 
7 241 3369?. 22960. 700, 257. 169. 1192. o. 1196. 7221. 
7 242 3826. 1771. 253. 20. 104. 673. 19· 986. o. 
7 243 ? 054. 271. 528. 53. 285. 760. 42. ll5. o. 
7 ?44 2481. 239. 5<)6. 163. 240. 898. 199. 236. o. 
7 245 1440. 173. 316. 6. 128. 78B. o. 28. o. 
7 246 l38u. HJ. 322. !. 204. 651. o. 36. 6. 
1 247 1368. 265. 248. 23. 129. 610. 33. 20. 40. 
7 248 1940. 160. 453. 11. zas. 1111. o. o. a. 
249 271 o. 446 .. 589. 198, 276. 1048. 63· 68. 22. 
250 210 7. 9[. 595. 15· 320. too 2. o. 70. 14. 
2'1 93 t .. 63. 217. 139. 2ll. 313. o. 105. 5. 
75? 15,)0. 153. 309. so. 182. 683. 2. 40. 81. 
253 45b, 20. 1 O<J. 1. 24. 302. o. o. a. 
25t:. 424~ o. 100. 191. 69. 51. 6. 1. o. 
2')5 111 R. 24. 361. 11. 123. 737. 9. so. 3. 
256 116 7. 9. 286. 10?.. 190. 520. 4. 56. o. 
2'7 399. 33. lll. 3. 29. 223. o. o. o. 
258 l4t)6 .. 238. 293. 194. 128. 439. 96. 18. o. 
259 973. 55. 204. 225. 62. 358. a. 69. o. 
260 5J3. 6. 101. 113. 94. l6a. !. 28. o. 
261 480. 11. 19. 2~4. n. 108. 14. 31. o. 
262 ~93 .. o. 145. 59. n. 313. 3. o. o. 
263 o. 113. !. 75. 208. o. 14. o. 
2o4 1121. 12. 35 7. !0. 211. 530. o. 1. o. 
26'5 595. o. 156. Ill. 154. 121. o. 47. o. 
266 651. 14. 141. 2. 101. 323. o. 49. o. 
26 7 144 .. 450. 12. 250. 1068. o. 154. 18. 
~68 1241. 204, q, 40. 584. o. 256. zooo. 
1 269 155Q. 146. 272. I. 137. 66 7. a. 2'15. 32. 
7 ?70 l'il8. 281. 204, 74. 151. 414. 83. 285. 24. 
7 271 1647. 618. 230. 563. 112. ll6. o. o. 3. 
7 272 341. o. n. 151. 21· 87. o. 3. o. 
1 273 2885. 237. 338. ll56. 78. 124. 944. 4. 4. 
7 274 693. 106. 136. 4a. 109. 286. o. 13. 3. 
l 275 865 ... 126. 197. 3. 74. 447. a. H. 4. 
7 216 l 02 9. 112. 231. 3. 104. 535. o. 44. o. 
7 277 594. 15. 161. 4. 102. 288. o. z;.. o. 
7 278 2170. 196. 502. 7. 378. 1072. o. 15. o. 
7 279 2627. 273. 553. 4. 31>4. 1302. o. 68. 63. 
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373 6'rQ. 10. 232. 4. 40. 344. o. 10. o. 
374 75 o. 77. 238. 13. so. 339. o. 3. o. 
375 482. 9. 140. 9. 99. 216. o. 'l. o. 
5 376 409. 9. 142. 9. 20. 221. o. 9. o. 
~ ~77 1348. o. 404. 104. 1'14. 646. o. o. o. 
5 378 1255. 1129. 30. 19. 31. 34. o. 12. o. 
5 319 697. 11. 265. 10. 85. 312. o. 12. o. 
5 ?80 NO. 73. 224. 204. 25. 146. 28. o. o. 
B1 433. 124. 155. 138. 7. l. 8. o. o. 
382 866. 30. 133. 611. 38. !8. 36. o. o. 
383 42 3. o. !53. !59. 63. !5. 33. o. o. 
'I ?84 221. o. 78. 93. 20. 8. 22. o. o. 
<; 3 85 5,)4. 2. 191. 70. 66. 159. 14. 3. o. 
5 386 193. o. 66. 28. 50. 43. 6. o. o. 
5 '87 329. o. !lO. u. 75. 133. v. o. o. 
5 388 207. l. 68. 4. 28. 104. o. 2. o. 
<; 389 269. 1. 89. 4. 19. 154. o. 1. o. 
5 39v 260. 3. 84. 2. 17. 150. o. 4. o. 
5 19! 448. 11. 94. z. 109. 156. o. 12. o. 
5 392 35 7. 52. 81. 3. 16. 198. J. 1. o. 
5 3 93 "3A6.· 2 a.· 89.• 1U.· 1!6 •. 123 •• o. o. o. 
394 700. 44. !65. 3. 163. 3!2. o. 13. o. 
5 395 18 5. o. 66. 14. 34. 70. J. v. o. 
5 ~96 205. 3. 7 z. 13. 36. 71. o. 3. o. 
5 3<J7 477. 61. 140. 4. 37. 232. Q. z. u. 
5 398 J}l}6 .. 19. 160. 4. 23. 299. 
''· 
o. o. 
5 399 664. 17. 197. 2. 74. 372. o. 2. o. 
5 400 974. 131. 282. 3. 72. 486. J. t). o. 
5 4<l1 424. l. 1?6. 2. 25. 258. o. 2. o. 
5 402 527. 35. 156. z. 44. 255. o. 35. v. 
5 4J3 519. 1R. 163. 2. 29. 28 7. 
''· 
19. o. 
5 404 1041. 1004. 13. 0. 20. 4. o. o. o. 
405 977. 248. 230. 62. ~2. 374. 1. o. o. 
5 41}6 246. z. 79. 3. 15. 144. o. 3. o. 
5 41)7 285. 3. 92. 2. 23. 161. o. 4. o. 
5 408 lij4~. 1437. 4. 238. 10. 156. o. t). o. 
5 4,Jq ?Wl. 2A. 87. z. 26. 137. o. o. o. 
5 410 l 9 7. o. 6 3. 3. 27. 104. J. o. o. 
5 41\ 32 u. !. 104. 10. 42. 161. !. o. o. 
5 41? 36 7. 2. 113. 4. 103. 142. o. 3. o. 
5 413 12'-. 2. 4S. 2. 1 7. 57. J. 2. u. 
5 414 202. 3'). 69. 9. so. 44. u. o. o. 
4lS* 115. l. 42. z. 30. 38. o. 1· o. 
5 41A* 13 7. l. 49. 6. 42. 38. u. 1. o. 
5 417 60. o. 2!. 4. 19. !6. o. o. o. 
5 4!8 76. o. 28. 
"· 
2 7. 15. o. o. a. 
5 4!0 112. tJ. 36. s. 30. 41. v. ,) . o. 
420 59. o. I d. 
'· 
,Z6. 10. o. u. o. 
421* 6;. o. 24. 20. 24. l. o. o. u. 
422* 7[. J. 25. zo. 24. !. u. o. o. 
14'15" PA"fA ~ 
~ p9~ ~J,IINP Zlll!l!l A~ ~ HC. ~V~N6! ~t?IIIHIW- ~1 ~ ~ 11161111M''I'7 ~  A'/AU~ 
4?3 9". ')• 34. l!. 4 7. 4. o. o. o. 
424 111. o. 41. 24. 36. 4. 6. o. o. 
5 42 5• 
""· 
u. 1 7. 19. 22. 1. \), o. o. 
5 426* 118. J. H. 3 7. 45. !. !. o. o. 
427• '0· o. 18. 1 7. 23. l. I. o. d. 
't2 a• 1-,\),. o. H. 18. 24. l. !. 1). o. 
419 A2. o. 26. l 7. !9. o. 
"· 
o. (J. 
5 4)0 '9. 0. 14. 14. ll. o. J. J. ')• 
<; 431 t-.1. 0. 2 5. !4. 15. o. 7. o. o. 
~J2 !3". o. 54. 14. 49. 15. >. o. o. 
41'3 83. J. 28. 3. A. 46. ,). (). d. 
414 9!. ,). 33. Ill. 26. 22. 1). o. o. 
4iS !13. o. 45. 3. 7. 68. v. o. <). 
lt16 1 S1J,. ,). 43. 4. !9. 4 7. 3 7. o. o. 
437 1!9. o. 42. 6. 18. 53. o. o. u. 
438 470. J. 160. 6. 52. 258. u. (). v. 
4~9 ? 54. !. ~ 7. 3. 39. 12:;. o. 1. o. 
440 43 7. 90. 65. 84. 89. 108. 1. o. o. 
SA~ F~A~C !SC~ 
TnT Al 30325. 5275. 7664. 3348. 3396. 95d2. 814. 182. o. 
• f'ONE 415 Cf'NTh!NS CEN TRACT !53 ANO PART OF !55 
lr:'H: 416 CCi\JTAINS CFN TRACTS !51' !52 ANO PART nF !55 
l0~FS 4?\,4??,~RE CQNT A !NED IN CEN T~ ACT 117 
lrNE S 425,426,427,428 ARE CO~TAINEO f N CEN Ti; ACT 1 76 
Aq E A T0TAL 4481.2'-2· 36136,2.. 118874. 55 746. 50686. 22124ll. 771>65. 165959. 179085. 
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11?Q 
PAGE C5 
"'0 PROVISIONAL RASE CASE I 
NOUS!NG--FMPLOYMENT--POPULAT!CN 
CCUNTY OCCLPIED PES I DENT GRCUP EMPLOYFO NONWCPKJNG TnTAL RASIC LOCAL- TlJTAL 
""""-
hOUSING POPULATION QUAI<TER5 RESIDFNTS POPULATION EMPLOYMFNT EMPLOYMENT SERVIN(; POPULATION 
U~ITS POPULATION E>'PLOYMENT 
369 3?515 9?05 82 3n74 6131 3584 1919 IMS 9?A8 
170 53 194 0 ?I 173 10540 6855 JMS 194 
371 3012 7673 278 3~QF-! 1777 5?3A 3570 IMA 7951 
37? c;46t5 13335 450 'i090 P?44 ?481 A74 !M7 13785 
371 _,AI 15033 434 ~Q43 8090 1435 740 2~95 l'i4A7 
374 59515 13990 146 f7Al 7?08 4?1 I 583 3~28 14135 
375 3343 7418 0 3f,40 3777 1997 196 lMl 74]8 
37~ 3193 853A 217 4342 4]9'5 ]000 358 A4? 8753 
377 10130 21'539 1156 11460 10079 10~37 3987 M\Sn ??695 
178 <7] 1414 ]8 791 A22 603 89 5!4 1412 
37Q 7q6~ 18920 234 AQ?C) c;qQ~ 4565 742 3A23 }0}54 
380 1~AP AOSO 96 3A 15 443A <;?45 3406 r•Jq ~146 
181 0 9 0 0 9 5410 4044 11~~ 9 
38? 913 248q 450~ 442 ?047 ~?P9h IAA36 4?~0 f.QQS 
383 ??AO 3659 1Se6 177<; 1 QP4 ?AOAA !9A51 8?37 t:;;?44 
384 A90 163~ 0 714 Q02 AJ70 50A5 3085 IA36 
38<; 6432 1592A 393 1'.63A 9?92 9060 33A9 5~71 !6321 
18~ 472~ 7880 52 3'il2 4369 7137 2865 4?72 7932 
187 P1'i 160A6 777 ~?1P 7A49 7'\96 979 6617 lf..Ah4 
38A 4?4() 804A 0 4Pt;Q 3P~:q ?37fl q6 !ROO P04A 
389 4A5f 9777 II 0 C.:14l 4635 11 09 127 9A? q,qpf, 
390 4123 8837 294 4A'i3 41!=14 1125 '\OS ~?0 9131 
391 41 AI P7l'i 0 4A94 3A2? A9'i 3R9 'i06 P715 
39? 2610 6151 0 3'i 16 2617 'iS! 121 430 'l'i1 
391 3C:)t;. 6RM· 696. 4142 251• 7244 6045 I I 99 7SC,7 
194 7A68 l3R3'i 1910 9114 4721 2750 'i!4 ??36 }C)744 
39'i 4963 8730 17? 4'i01 4?2A 6574 ?IRS 43A9 AQ02 
39A 4Q74 844R 376 4103 4145 659R 2767 3A3! PA?S 
397 l 0?03 19362 1391 11 Afl7 7755 445A 619 3839 ?n7S1 
39A 7?91 !4175 ]90 7Q71 6?0 1 ?P5R 937 !921 l41A4 
399 454P 1 024'i 163 C::017 ~~oq 1'i7j '045 JO?P 1040~ 
400 P127 17?5e 20~ GOt: A PiA A :14 70 677 ?793 174~2 
401 '3?74 l 077h 16~ SS?4 ~?52 ?1 I 0 549 1'i6l }OQ44 
402 745't 14A1~ 115 P4}Q ~197 PAO 195 eA<; J4Q31 
401 77Al 1515? 95 P~P4 6468 1427 4Al 94e 1~?47 
404 11 49 0 IS 34 199 1'07 42 49 
40'i 9141- 19434 3!3 11 ~o 1 P43? 406? 1006 30'5ft j97h7 
40e 31 ~4 6605 31 11-Q7 2908 ?957 1118 } P3Q 6A15 
407 ~Of.? lOA3h GP I'.?OA 4F-.30 ?60 l .. 9 ?1 :1? 10G~4 
•o• A39 2?35 239? 10? 1934 ?123 1419 ••• 4.?A 
409 4qoc; 10?39 231 C::A4q 4190 ?f.~<'\ '049 ?134 10472 
4]0 JA 7P 7A09 407 4SI-1 ]?4G 110? 710 217? 8?16 
411 4~29 A941 250 4A77 4064 7QQQ 3?90 41'-lq 9]91 
4]? ~C:44 1077'0 232? f-1?4 4051 741'-f. jlAJ F,OA::I 11r'l97 
411 !145 M3l 210 ?900 3131 ?1AA 192 199e •?•l 
4]4 :noc; 64QA 448 1??Q 3?f,9 4?]'0 ?046 ?lf!O A94S 
4]'0 1749 2960 0 1h47 1113 1454 c:;1A ?91A ;'>Q,C:..Q 
4lh 3151::: Sll "'- 475 v;~-.c; lAC:} C:Q}Q l"'H 42?? c;?ql 
417 ?A20 47::;h ?05 ~?1(\ lc;?6 1'51 174 1477 4ql-.} 
19-'<l 
PPOVTC.IO~AL tiA5F CASE 1 
).!0tJSt~G--f....,l-lLOY~Ef\T .. -PQPULATI~"J 
CCUNTY OCCuPIEr PfS!DENT GRCLP F~J.::UWFn NOI\WCQK}I\JG Tf'TAL A ASIC LOCAL• TOTAL 
ZoNE- HOL:~JNG POPULAT !r'l~>.o OUA"'Tf\.1<:: REC.Jf')f~TS POPULAT!fl~ f~PLnYMFNT FMPLOY~H.JT <:;F.RVT"If. PQPtll 4 T I f)f'.J 
U~ITS P0PULA T!ON f"'PLOYMF"'T 
4!A f.?Fl2 lOSOA 53Q "~lf- ~FlQ? 4~3Q 515 4104 11047 
4]Q llOOO l3SR1 6?4 <;10:":17 174~ Fl02Q 1??4 f.. .'lOS 14?67 
420 ~QSJ 7374 ?<;9 1~7S "'!499 l???A 41S6 7Fl7? 7~73 
421 ~59 93? n• 'i91 141 4A~17 2A439 2007P lO'iO 
42? AJJ 136? .o 
"" 
49'5 ,_c;cq4 ;>07~5 44749 11f-,? 
421 7r.A(o. 12523 ~31 f.AlO r;;713 13?55 1?1 0 l?l'l4c:; 111 <;3 
4?4 4?AO 7103 2'51 40~H 3015 1P?2S 9A~3 A14? 7154 
425 73• 1196 0 'i07 ~·9 1CjQJ7 33'i55 ?1P2 1196 
42A ?!'.All 2?A4 071 1114 ?1fl?fl AA2l 14~0~ ??A4 
427 157 255 lOA 147 163?7 93R4 6Q43 ?55 
42A 1 ?4 ;>57 1 OG l4A ?0113 10?40 Q.Q73 ?S7 
429 1160 ?12i 171" 
""' 
??OOt:; 20?73 171? ?121 
430 71;0 1?51 
"" 
•11 1?"11 6Al0 c:;A?~ 1?51 
431 17 57 0 57 17l'i 2467 }?4P 57 
43? l42il ?469 37 l4C:P 1 o 11 ~~-1? 3712 ?94(l ?t;07 
431 ?~?9 4411 64 ?AQJ'. 1715 !??? 595 A?7 447t; 
434 4111 8401 0 44?1'1 ~cnc; f.A49 ?073 477f- A40l 
4}1:; 4Ci7? 9476 0 r;,779 31-97 lQc:;p AS3 11 OS cu .. 11, 
4]h ?71' 4f.?l'l 0 ]1?0 );>99 1}90 ll "3 ?n?7 4A?O 
437 4751 p.c:;p~ 104 t:;17A 3?1 0 ?71A 402 ?134 A~9? .. 
4JFI !?5A3 2<?9')0 79, 1 !::.AC::Q 1ncn Fl409 1417 ,;Q9? ?1746 
4]Q '3Q2f- qqen 3~'-" 6F,70 J'l 0 142? 400 302? 1 n 14S 
440 4Q72 A31~ I 7 C:f)P,Q :P34 J'3A "16 !JO? P112 
S4N fOANC!SCO 30711.57 6}4(1}9 2790q '1141 ?2 ?7c;Q)7 t;Q44f:,? ?AP7f2 30t:;700 !').41 Q47 
AREA 
TCTAL 2Jf.3Q01) r:..4hCC:,7? 1"5~3~9 20:::71<':<?? ?~HiOf.'lO ?SJ301"1(1 l l ~ 1AOO } U.?~A3fl <;62) 'l4l 
!''<> P•GE Dl 
POOV!S!ONAL RASE CASE 1 
UNO USES 
CCUNTY TCTAL nrfERorr STREETS ~ASIC LOCAL- RUIDENTUL INDUSTRIAL ••O[V[LDPAILE LAND•• 
ION.,: ACREAGE fXCLUOEr H!GHoAYS ACRFAGF ~fRVT~G ACRUIE AVAILA~LE POLICY POI.ICT 
LANDS ACREAGF PlUM! S!CDNDARY 
I i'-445 5670 1~8 !06 II 4P9 0 
? 873 6? 20G 1?2 74 407 0 
1 ?803 G93 3!2 I~ S4 14?~ 0 
4 ?213 I6A 26CS 'i 54 !719 0 0 
'i 1117 72'i 44P, }? !?P 1804 o 0 0 
~ ?4P2 307 448 ?14 177 10~~ ?7! 0 
7 1!697 9987 386 In ?f 12P7 0 o 
A !230 443 !9f I ~4 so~ 0 o 
9 1348 214 278 7 !32 7!7 0 0 
10 'il?9 249? 361 3 94 2179 o o 0 
ll 607 12 130 I 4~ 4IA 0 0 0 
I? I 172 259 229 1 ?4 6'i7 n 0 0 
13 621 IS !52 ?7 16? 2~~ 1 0 0 
14 1742 lSI 316 210 120 S~'i 38? 0 0 
l'i 1910 1594 513 'i1 16'; 160'i n 0 0 
16 A033 3151 307 GA 142 2291 41 0 0 
17 ?415 1044 20P ?A4 SP 4?R 391 0 o 
18 6505 117'i 391 ~'i !03 47JA 11 0 0 
19 1219 18'i 242 'i f~ 7?1 0 o 
20 2615 31 I 2<H 1 50 19S4 0 0 
21 14906 1305? 322 ?7 9 I4G'i 0 o 
2? A433 7205 104 I 29 1094 0 
23 12?299 121?20 56 ?3 64 93~ n 
24 8'i366 A36S~ PP 'i 26 1';9o 0 
2'i 10962 7850 504 'i 1 o• 2497 0 
2~ ?711 !24A 397 9 1•0 90~ n 0 
27 3370 209'i 307 7 21 87A AI o 
2R ?871 30 95 ?A IP 22•• 441 n 
29 10ASS 4496 ~61 46 34 4907 71' n 
30 7'i3P 1AA? 459 <;A !57 48~? 1'i0 0 
MARIN 313'i07 27169? AP47 }4t:;4 ne• 466'lQ 24AA 
31 107'39 6410 P7! 4?S 'iiP 251~ 0 0 0 
32 4q442 4434A 1517 117 459 23?9 n4 0 0 
31 I?=CiOCS4 38526 24P3 p:.c; f4P 11910 !31? 0 0 
34 94112 82A27 1299 All 19? 87P1 n o 0 ]'i c;Q795 5225f 1432 1 1 1 107 426n 0 !3'i2 69 ]f 20470 16459 POG 11'i 45P 21q 21• 0 0 
)7 133P 240 26P ?0 12? fAA n 0 0 
3A 5?2 120 103 7 lfl': 1?7 0 0 
39 1741 534 312 ~ ?33 6•~ o 0 
40 549 51 l4f !1 ]50 191 0 n 
41 }1:;41:;0 12122 fc~S 41 42f 220< 0 0 0 
4? 20965 !2AIO 1376 1?1 769 5140 541 0 n 
41 4c:;4JO 40'i84 1020 1" ?14 347n 0 
44 341753 33595? 1 196 I 'iS ?PO 33•~ 813 
"90 
POOVIS!ONAL RASF CASE 1 
LM:O U<;ES 
CCUNTY TOUL f1EFERRf 0 STRHT5 RA51C lOCAL- RESIDENTIAL INDUSTRIAL ••DEVELOPABLE LAND•• 
>lONE ACRFAGf FXCLUDFO H!GHt.AY~ ACREAGF SERVI'G ACRUGE AVAILARIF POLICY POLICY 
LANDS ACRfAGF PRIM£ SECONDARY 
4S l0787P 1 02'i51 1142 4~Q 1G7 24'7 ]Q9 ~·? 
4f }Q()4~3 18805A )47 311 ?91 p~c; 0 SA9 
SCNOMA 1015691 933A4~ 14977 'l401 s• 11 SliPS 2941 141~ 6G 
47 4AP79 45367 !AI .. 102 91P )? 2?4 
4A 44336 43581 170 11 n 3? 441 0 0 
49 1717P5 173660 2P J7 f7 11 n 0 
50 3S403 337A'i 260 ?4'i PI 10?1 11 0 
S! 1~013 15001 300 201 2A 4P? 0 
S? G4754 9110'i 11G IP 20 329? n o 
51 41502 3AG4? 454 15 1 09 19P? n 0 
54 A556 2044 144'3 lSI P;?4 3A~O 2?1 n, 
5" ?A946 ?2056 431 G'iO 4?9 9~4 4117 0 
NAPA 490174 465541 15P9 17~1 1<G3 12GP1 41~, 224 
5f 1~633 8AI? 171 AA< 7< Jfl~ 2491 0 
57 1512 1125 499 1~9 131 l'i07 AI 0 
SA 1607 250 345 ? 1 ?4 PA'i o n 
59 A97 4] 2Si? ? <;7 505 n 0 
t\0 14PS 35~ 277 • ?Sq 5A7 0 
61 32Q7 2l!'i I4P A75 1 l'iA n 
6? 9338 8263 173 70 ?013 211 414 
61 773o I64A 923 A 394 47~- 0 
64 3A36f! 33824 P23 l?R 40 2934 619 
6'i A5009 7A36A 792 ?SP 17A 2613 ?Ml 
6f !07P7 4A}:l 894 104 7~0 284~ 1571 
67 4472 35<;1 154 4<;4 52 2<1 o 
~· l41l0f 133013 !U ?!5 143 475 91 1'i 69 IIMH 112994 JS! ?<R 2~ !3?6 169~ 
70 59AP 193R 292 J)O 143 2990 40• 
7! P?Of4 67471 1324 41\0 'i59 G'if'i 26A? 
7? AROS 4474 752 113 46? 274A ?31 
SCLANO 53976~ 462A5A A915 4}4~ )A4Cj 3799~ ??001 
n 'i02! 2160 357 1f 1 !69 926 1049 n 0 
74 5167 2430 459 107A ~oc:; 411 474 0 0 
75 4760 1344 463 417 161 23?? 54 n 0 
7~ 1669 445 135 ?40 ]A 20? 609 0 n 
11 ?809 l'i9 544 ?40 :'1?~ 1511 ?1 0 0 
7A ?776 ?79 357 49'i 159 131A 149 0 0 
79 !962 102 287 1. 2" 1504 ?• 0 0 
BO 11243 790A 74 !?A q 2SA1 541 0 0 
81 . A1767 77336 201 40 54 61?" n 0 0 
~? ]Qf>AS 129?1 191 1< 45 62Pt\ ?O• 0 0 
PROVISIONAL RASE CASE I 
LANO VC:ES 
CCUNTY TOTAL nEfERRF:n STREETS BASIC LOCAL- RUIOENTfAL !NOUSTRIAL ••DEVELOPABLE LAND--
Z<>IE. ACREAGE EXCLUDEn HIGH~AYS ACRFAGE SERVINf ACRUOI!' AVA!LARLf POLICY POLICY 
LANDS ACREAGf PIIIIM[ SECONDARY 
A3 l2S812 116514 952 2?3 131 79A7 s 0 
84 14773 8680 1043 70 96 4277 60~ 0 
as qflt'-4 7400 54~ 71 ?9? 1211 34S 0 
8~ 1820 1133 lqs 4 19 469 0 
87 7940 2"4? 709 4 }4<; 4416 0 
M 7374 5624 43~ ~ 24 12P? o 0 
89 14981 10121 I 061 7 341 329 o 0 
90 ?075 1301 164 6 Af 51 A 0 0 
91 43P7 2307 320 ?5 31 1704 0 0 
92 7071 3634 Elf 2 17~ 2293 !51 0 
93 3121 390 694 4 165 1en n 0 
94 41~7 !633 SPS 34 1e1 1733 0 
9S 9132 59H 64P. 6 43 24% 0 
96 ?321 557 441 4 172 1147 0 
97 I 312 231 264 3 llP 696 0 
9A 8Sct 112 217 3 130 197 0 
99 SOP9 3033 50~ ?4 149 1377 0 0 
!00 2672 58 A 468 AO ?0 1 1315 0 0 
101 ?OC59 603 297 1 04 73 9'30 1? 0 
10? ?4PO 531 35€-1 10 123 14SA 0 0 
!01 JSGS 727 711 A 23~ 1911 0 0 
104 lFI~P 877 e3e ?O] 44C: 13<7 A! 0 
1 O' 1329 114 352 A ?37 61A n 0 
10~ <;4?5 A07 93P A] 371 32?2 
" 
0 
!07 3}07P 26927 440 7~ 3291 116 0 
lOR l42AA 7512 f:67 ?S95 ?3P pqp ?37A 0 
109 7291 4757 426 174 Jeo 159P 1"' 0 l!O 7455 sa• •z• 71:,4 251 4411 A?' 0 
Ill ]047 29 235 ss 69 621 16 0 
1!? Ci044 1969 J?2 113) 100 640 670 0 
I 11 ?377 245 ~se 110 :no 109S 0 0 
114 P22f 3?40 1095 4] 32C: 3419 106 0 
11 5 990 !1 292 1 115 s-r 0 0 
116 ]003 110 30P 4S 17C: 36~ n 0 
1)7 C\4'37 !137 ~48 ?l;t;~ 199 75? 144 0 
II P lOOP 33 24P S9 lt? 506 0 0 
119 9PO 230 18f 1 f2 499 0 
120 442 27 116 !0 1?? 1'7 0 
121 712 24 199 ?0 9p 390 0 
12? 1747 S31 30? 2 99 PJ1 0 
CCNTRA CCSTA 4 71530 328?01 ?3!93 l207f.: Afi49 9IOOS 9001 
123 719 ]4Q 146 10 410 
124 f>15 96 134 ? 7 396 n 
125 7Q4 7 194 ]4 70 '50 A o 
126 600 67 174 n lAO !?7 ]0 
,~, 
PPOVISIO"-AL RA45F C"f 1 
LAND USE~ 
CCUNTY TCTAL OEFE"RRFn STREETS A ASIC lOCAL- R[SIDENTIAL JNf)U5TPT AL -·DEVELOPABLE LAND--
ACRFAGE FXCLUDF0 HIGH•AVS .A.CRF AGF C:fRV!t\f. ACR[AI!E AVA ILARI ~=' POLICY POLICY 
LANDS ACfffAGF PRlMI!' SECONDARY 
}21 134f 141 250 4f.l P1 1 q 1 21• 0 
!2A 670 20 164 4 S4 JPA 0 0 
12Q 402 25 9!- 1~ 117 1<1 o 0 
!30 519 3 f3 10~ ? ss 0 
131 n•~ l'q n 6' 4S 4 1'1 0 
13? 544 41 119 ,. 31 311 0 
33 675 g 164 !A 141 34? 0 
!34 732 21 17? ?? 71 44S n 0 
13~ 805 43 154 4H fO 77 10 0 
13~ 702 9 1~9 ?' Pf 41? 0 0 
137 835 0 254 11 P7 V? 0 0 
13A 670 If 20f ?1 1 ?f 29A 0 ~ 
130 676 4 195 110 15;? 195 0 
!40 504 124 110 
'" 
52 150 0 
)4) ?6f:e l3 459 ?074 ?P OS 0 
372 SA PI 110 74 I• !I 
246 9f> 47 ?0 65 !A 
144 433 9S 93 '? 146 41 
904 32 277 ?1 141 4~0 
6fl4 2 184 • ,. 4?S 
147 9!2 21 240 5 56 500 
!4A ll OP 171 232 ? 51 650 
!49 !OH 411 21? ? 1f 4?7 
150 201P 362 507 ? )f 11 !0 0 
lSI !509 541 2f<; ? 29 
"" 
0 
!5? ?626 261 51:'1 99 s~ 1700 0 
153 ?679 !2!5 254 )45 2• 1037 0 
!54 1137 171 253 JA 147 54 A 0 
!S5 993 5? 233 17 lOP 5P1 0 
!SA 744 4 18:! 6 P.3 46A 0 
!57 I 0?3 72 2e3 94 7? SO? 0 
!SA !099 4! 2BP 6 100 6f4 
!59 817 5 !99 10 94 509 
160 754 6) lA2 A 74 42q 
!61 !014 85 2SP 49A 5t: 1!? • 16? 1929 ~81 139 691 ll 171 ,. 0 
16~ 396 6? 80 9 59 !PA n 0 
164 914 23 155 149 47 540 0 
16~ SPS 129 110 5 72 2f9 0 
16A 969 2~ 202 !OO Pf .. Q o 0 
167 334 42 70 1 11 210 0 0 
168 !795 7S7 141 ?9 2 s•~ 30? 0 
169 ?347 118? 16 ~·· 1 0 0 0 170 ?92! 723 250 971 7? 340 s~o 0 
171 1483 513 221 1SP 15? 1?" Ill 0 
172 !073 82 184 4~15 92 219 41 0 
17J 977 16 l9f ?1P 7? 4>S 11 0 
1~0 PAGE D3 
PROVIS!ON/IL BASE CASE I 
LAf\,0 USES 
CCUNTY TOTAL nEFERREC STREfTS RACill lOCAL- RESIO£tjTUL INouqor AL --DEVELOPABLE LAI'jO--
ZONE ACRfAGE fXCLUOffl H!GH\oHS ACRf .b.GE SERV!'G ACRUtl[ AVAILARL f POLICY POLICY 
LANDS ACRE AGE PRIM[ Sf:COHDARY 
174 !431 27 374 •• !2] A43 0 175 t•n 24 348 19? 180 740 0 
!7h !437 41 2~4 son JA7 441 0 
177 ?057 A2 SOP 190 lAP l OP9 0 
]78 1877 H 493 84 ?52 9•9 0 
]79 1?74 42 34 7 
'" 
?2< 595 0 
]80 ]]73 630 !62 A 77 295 0 
)8] 1007 171 231 ? SA 544 0 
!8? ]723 AZJ 220 20 7? 589 0 
!Bl ?117 1263 21 s 2 77 s•• 0 
184 JJ P] 10 I 31 s 29 ]90 54 A 0 
!85 668 39 189 14 ? ll 2!4 0 
18• 25 I 06 23633 3?4 8 so 109? 0 
!87 ?1 '319 17295 554 2"7 ?07 3??6 0 
18A 1177 946 512 ]P 12' 1576 0 0 
189 1841 19 449 ?09 ?3'1 90? ?1 
]90 11495 7752 673 lAf.4 171 1114 19?1 
191 I 098 99 27C) ?5 133 56? 0 
19? ?%1 ! A 433 4?? 95 991 598 
)93 !112 423 141 62 418 64 
194 '338 139? AS~ ton) 220 24f3;) ~1" 
!95 ?BP5 191 56~ 40 19? 1894 
196 ?2'51 74 602 65 172 llJQ, 
197 51! 1 110 2 92 30~ n 
J 9A 4f<.42 303'i 297 u, 43 1191 0 
199 7813 5534 fiS I oo ?•4 l?9A 0 
200 3?792 2A621-. E29 751 l 54 1591=1 ?A]~ 
20 l 1622 9A 3P2 I 0 ?31 ~JA ,. 
20? 17""H';; 330 HI 3(1? ltt'S I OSA 1)9? 
203 ?0'5fr 98 505 
" 
11< lO~c:; n 
?04 ?137 54? 231 47 , .. sc:1 420 
?05 4196 27A I 3fF< ]A ?I? f94 !04 
206 11-"8 151 147 140 5< 59, }00 n 
?07 ?71 t 260Q 17 P9 I 0 n 0 
?OP 1993 1127 447 73 ?S? . ., 1131 0 
?09 p;z:n !2AO? S6<; <? 73 122? 'il4 0 
210 117F:9 ll09f. IS 1 PS n 3?5 70 0 
?I J ;.qg;s 67A]9 464 ?76 111 l?r:iA 
?1? ?970 621 4fl 7 ?94 1 SP~ 
213 ?M? ?8A 33~ 14 lf-3 }fJP4 1'" 214 ~i?4f 1165 2Gf I" 9P 1306 1?4 
215 l?A25 1!46? 137 4 11 911 ?9• 
?16 I3CH4l 137SI-4 401 4'i9 !JO 3!0 947 
AL AMEriA 47P773 351955 ?I) 15c; lt::fu•n lOSQO 61 )?A 1?44? 
? 17 1FIJB73 381599 2f. ?15 11 
1980 
PROVTSTO"-'AL f1ASf CASE 1 
l Af\·D USEe:: 
CCUNTY fiEfEPRtr STPEETS RAC: J(' LOCAL- RESID£NTUL JNf)IJSTPTAL ·-OEY£LOPABL£ LAND--
FXCLUOt"r HJGHIIIAYS A(Rr: AGF O:::ERV I,.._f ACRUO£ AVA!LARI F POLICY POLICY 
LA NOS AC~f AGF PRIM[ SECONDARY 
?l A 31 OGf 5175 ~95 ~35 P70 ?2P99 A]A 
219 206PS 2600 54 Ill 
"' 
!1?n M9 
?20 21 ?9 11142 p 14 . ?PO ?I 6 77P4 1016 
?21 17302 6Af:l9 69 • 70 !Of 9079 510 
?22 6f.095 57050 I I 0 0 9014 0 
221 339Cl2 33761 53 ?4 65 P1 0 
224 }A}"-t:l P176 79P 9? , 11 879~ 0 
225 4613 A 54 742 1S1 461 2124 279 
226 11741 4780 II 04 35P 444 461~ 4:\Q 0 0 
19041 1381? 1::21 ?A 1 o• 45f..Q 0 0 
129~ 34? 211 I? I ?P4 1" 0 0 fl 
?29 1045 199 70P po 43P 1499 70 0 
?30 199~ ?C9 221 ?<9 1 Q!=: 691 40? 0 
231 12?P 3?7 4 74 A?) ?5~ 8?0 sn 0 
?3? I Af? A4 44P ? It' 111'? 0 0 
?31 tf!t:;t: 269 4lf 1 0 ?41 905 15 0 
?34 1614 ]9 Jt;2 4 l5P ] 041 0 
?3S 1631? 209 342 41 ?54 73? 0 
45Jl 634 eo• 1115 27t:O 
4094 34]5 1~5 14? 349 o 0 
4')j:,9 2209 ':32 5(} ?0 I )494 A1 0 
?39 2S30 ':21 1? ?24 17~1 0 
?40 93? 4f:~ ? PP JO.Il.r.. 0 0 
241 "l1695 2?%0 es~ 341 If9 9371 0 0 0 
24? :<:A~f 1771 341 ?A 119 15C::c; 11 0 0 
?43 ?054 271 ':50 7] J?9 A07 ?4 0 
?44 ?4P I 239 '3f7 )76 34<1 9°1 0 0 
245 1440 171 3?4 9 ]40 701 0 0 
?46 13PO 160 3?2 l ?40 6c;7 n 0 
?47 j 3f@ 26S 24Fl ]5 ]40 658 n 0 
?4A ]940 lAO 453 11 ?0~ Ill! 0 
?49 ?71 0 446 598 21-,n 310 1094 0 
?50 ?I 07 91 59'3 ]S ~pt; I OJ' 0 
93~ 0 J7P lA? ?22 375 0 
1500 153 ::!09 54 ??0 7•4 0 
?53 4')6 ?0 ] 09 1 24 30? 0 
?54 4?4 0 ]00 ]q7 75 51 0 
?55 131 B ?4 376 17 144 7c;1 0 
25' 110 9 2P9 110 237 52? 0 
?57 399 33 111 1 ;>9 2?1 0 0 
?SA 1406 23A 293 ?71 143 439 ?? 0 
259 973 ss 211 211 A3 JAR 0 0 
?60 503 
' 
ll f llh ] 14 15? 0 0 
261 4PO ll P7 ??A 37 I l' 0 0 
?6? 593 0 145 •? 72 311 0 
261 4ll 0 113 ] PG 20" 0 
:?64 1127 12 357 10 ?JP s~n 0 
,~,0 PAGE D4 
PPOV!S!ONAL BASE CASE 1 
LAND USES 
CCUNTY TCTAL nEHPPE~ STREETS BASIC LOCAL• AUIOENTUL INDUSTRIAL ••OEVELOPAIL[ LAND•• 
ZDNE- ACPF AGE fXCLUDEr HIGHoAYS ACREAGE SERVI'<' ACAUOI!: AVAILAALE POLICY POLICY 
LANDS ACREAGE ltltlllf: st:COHOAAY 
?65 595 0 185 1?7 17? 11 0 0 
?M 651 34 1';7 4 1?2 3~4 0 
267 ?096 144 493 12 123 II ?4 0 
26A 433~ 1241 234 ?1 41 2H7 0 
269 1550 146 32P 1 ?I~ 859 n 0 
270 1518 283 261 1?9 ?32 575 37 0 
?71 1642 6!A 230 o;n 112 119 0 0 
27? 341 0 73 153 27 P7 1 0 
273 ?RP5 237 357 1412 fl l?A 690 0 
274 693 106 13t 42 114 295 0 0 
?7S 865 126 201 1 PO 4SS 0 0 
?7h 1029 112 244 3 12P 542 0 
?77 594 15 17? 109 293 0 
27A ?170 196 l502 393 107? 0 
279 ?627 273 571 4 398 1381 0 
280 ?261 319 399 7?5 13P 6P~ 0 
281 1017 80 221 <9 200 447 n 0 
282 ?2ff 696 Jfl4 e94 71 30~ 134 0 
?81 ?546 254 593 • 289 140'1 0 
284 27f3 385 f49 II 26P 1451 0 
285 1259 58 303 1 122 77S 0 
?BA 1665 19" 35P 4) 1P6 PPI 0 0 
?87 1 on ?A 24'1 IV• 131 47? 16 0 
288 1349 ?!8 299 211 IPS 4'10 0 
289 }C56~ 19R 4311 159 lP::O 5•6 0 0 
?90 13U 0 377 ?:n 77 517 j7'1 0 
?91 P045 3657 65~ 15P9 41° 3~4 1 37S 0 
29? "HitS 73A 38P 550 PI' 999 1159 0 
?91 f.342 4195 437 1 n 18<; 151? n 0 
?94 1710 207? 34? 17 Hi? 1096 n 
295 Cif.SS 2A39 :97 81 172 23f.4 0 
296 1351 127 99 se5 ?A 41 49? 
?97 1541 13P 272 I 9? 111 778 50 
?9P ?17t:iP 17828 74'] ?c:i4f. 389 164 ?088 
?9Q 1119 36 131 59 160 731 n 
300 1042 34 271 JO P2 6?5 
30! 517 32 12 l 3 29 33? 
30? 4P? n 11 s 11 110 2?6 
303 7'0 16 1 p 1 41 75 447 n 
304 C:917 109 54t 1 C)t:;4 20P zpc;p ?4! 
SAt-ITA CLARA P~,:,956 601954 3154P 19141 1h?P7 156701 113?1 
105 9044 1R06 '50t ?1 57 6f.'34 0 
30A 13~? R7? 70 ]4A 41 1?9 104 
307 ?4f9 )6~1 101 soq 11 1'4 0 
30R 901 81 203 14 91 447 41 
1~,0 
PPOVISJ()NAL RASf CA'i£ 1 
LAND !JSE~ 
CCUNTY T~TAL DEFERREr STREETS RA'i!C lOCAl· RESIDENTIAL !NOU'iTRT AL ••DEVELOPABLE LAND•• 
ACRF I>Gf FXCLUOEf"l H!GHW.AYS ACRfA(if SERVTI\f. ACREAGE I>VA!LAALF POLICY POLICY 
LANDS ACRE AGF PRIME SECONDARY 
109 122S 43 2P7 )<0 94 ""4 
:no 10'31 ?R 253 5 P1 6R4 
111 ?Of 0 49. ? 4R 107 
11? J2'i1 51 211S s 54 P44 
313 1 01P 0 235 134 98 57? 
314 275 4 70 19 47 13Ci 0 
11 'i ?A37 174 594 ?1 ?0 1 1648 0 n 
31' ?5'32 181 305 335 61 1505 16A 0 
317 13276 5931> 1053 1 n 122 6155 0 0 
11 p 5510 3?05 681 14 139 1471 0 0 
31 q lf-4'5 133 35~ 1 102 1052 0 0 
320 742 41 17f 3 •• 474 40 321 101 p ? 245 !A 7e 671 0 
32? 9?3 65 1P2 241o ?t;I:O 171 0 n 
)2] A042 6039 213 390 14P 3?6 9?6 
324 ?1!0 24S 413 4?? ?4f 7R4 0 
32'i 399 lAS 73 ? 3P 101 1P 
326 613 f 148 3 PP 3A7 
571 s 147 s 103 3!1 
11?950 111292 2?6 6 35 1JP9 
329 1192 5SO 477 15 119 2010 
330 '54541:- 4495P. e16 A_:lA 77 1PC.1 0 
331 ?1 ne 532 41P 2 2? 1134 0 
332 lf\li3 0 365 4 11 1474 0 
333 334 2S ?0~ 1090 0 
:!54 C) 103 11 ns n 
1Jt; 765 l9c 144 ? 109 2P7 ?9 
13" BloJ 71 197 s 9/o 495 
337 l5R2 151 J~O ?7 ?23 ~30 
33P 757 33 1RO 3? 84 42P 0 n 
339 445 0 -21P • R4 379 194 0 340 2A4 39 70 1 42 137 0 0 
341 ?3Pl ?he 3oe 7A 97 9'ic 6R? 0 
34? 679 RJ 128 ?1 22 394 3? 0 
343 l4f.4 7A 355 16 141' 7PO A9 0 
344 153@ 120 367 ?4 137 AR9 1 0 
J4c 1269 232 285 14 47 69? 0 
:\4fli 7912 1333 
€1R 191> ?65 5297 0 
347 2137 850 37P 144 76? 0 
348 994 221 18" f7 51 A 0 
349 M3 188 !12 4 SP ?PO 0 0 
350 877 182 lOP 132 119 17Q l'i7 0 
151 70 210 !59 ? 70 3;>2 0 0 
352 628 133 12? 2 'i4 317 0 0 
353 254 s 
"" 
17 2" 121 17 0 
354 490 3? 95 1?7 75 117 4'i 0 
35'i /,42 53 131 ;"i7 ~on 107 14 0 
"'0 PAGE cs 
PROVISIONAL AASF CASE 1 
U'D USfc; 
CCUNTY TOTAL OEFERREn STREETS ~•qc LOCAL- RUtO!NTUL !NOUSTR!AL ••DEVELOPADLE LAND•• 
ZONEc ACRF AGE EXCLUDED HIGH\oHS ACRf:MiF <ERVING ACIIUI[ AVA!LARLE POLICY I'Dl.ICY 
LANDS ACREAGE PIIIMf SECDNOARY 
15~ ?171 135? 31@ 457 4 n 0 
357 ?41@ 26A 279 1384 9P 119 nn 
35. 81P 119 173 9 112 40~ 0 
359 9P8 11 ~ 203 s If? soo 0 
360 MP 117 139 1 4• 39A o 
361 ?SB? 1402 37S 9 ?SO 517 9 
362 602 3A 169 
' 
141 247 
36:1 2141 575 407 7 127 10?5 
164 295 0 7P 1 o 86 1!1 q 
365 958 209 200 <; 13'? 411 0 
36' "262 2246 298 SP3 !3? 15?9 474 
SAN MATEO 284540 190674 16631 F-Q?1 f, l4J ~OA70 331 n 
367 1198 133 362 99 13? 2"' IA6 36A 534 0 12 4" 4 41 11 
369 1041 40 149 170 12? 224 336 
370 520 0 lSCS ?37 71 1 
" 371 494 
' 
lfl P4 59 1<7 ?7 
37? 107P 347 285 !P 11? 311 
371 ~40 10 23< 4 41 3f3? 
374 750 77 23A 1? 83 31q 
375 4A2 9 140 q 101 2?? 
37' 409 q 142 9 21 2?9 
377 1348 0 404 ]04 194 646 
37A J2~C 1129 33 ?? 1? <Q 
379 697 II 2f5 1 o Sf 3!'1 n 
380 700 71 224 ?14 2" 14~ lP 
381 433 124 155 144 7 1 
3R? Rflf. I 0 151 "~ 3P 1 p , 383 4?3 0 153 19? f3 ]'; 0 
384 221 0 78 QO 20 ?4 
JA~ 504 ? 191 70 6P lfO 14 
38• Jq) 0 H ?Q so 43 
387 329 0 ll 0 1 0 1~ 1'1 
38A 207 1 6P 4 29 !OS 
389 269 l pq 4 ?0 154 
390 2t0 1 84 ? I P !51 
391 448 70 99 ? ll 0 !07 
39? 3'i7 52 PI 3 jt ?OS 
391 ),C,~ 2A pq l 0 11> 1?3 
394 700 44 lf'5 1 ](,4 3?4 
395 185 0 
" 
14 34 70 
39' 205 3 72 11 37 eo 
197 477 61 140 39 2<1 
39A 506 19 160 4 23 299 
399 M4 17 197 ? u 37? 
\9,0 
pQnvrctoNAL RASF CASE 1 
LAND uc;ts 
CCUNTY TCTAL nHEPPfC STREET< RAt:JC l OCAL• RES!OENTUL I NDU<;TR !AL ••DEVELOPABLE LAND--
ZOI<E ACRF AGE FXCLLJDFC HIGH\IdiYS ACRF Af.F" <ERVT~C: ACRHGE AVAILAALF POLICY POLICY 
LANDS •CRf •GF PRIM£ SECONDARY 
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8'1 14981. 10311. 1034. 6. 331. 3282. o. o. o. 
90 2075. not. 16'1, 6. 85. 513. o. o. o. 
'II 4":\87~ 2307. 320. zs. 31. l7o•. o. o. o. 
92 7071. 3'-30 1120 2. 169. 2301. 153. o. o. 
93 3121. 390. 693. 4, 156. !888. o. o. o. 
'14 4167. 1633. b4 7~ 31. 182. 1669. 4. o. o. 
95 9132. 5979. 646. 7. 43. H57. o. o. o. 
96 2 321. 557. 431. 4. 158, ll71. o. o. o. 
n 1312. 231. 264. 2. 114. 700. o. o. o. 
98 esq .. 112. 217. 3. 330. 196. o. o. o. Qq 150~9 .. 3033. 505. 22. 144. 13R5. o. o. o. 
100 2672. 5BR. 4&6 .. 78. 1'16. 1335. o. o. 
"· 101 (! 059 .. 603. 299. 9A. 72. 912. 39. o. 36. 
102 ?480. 5 31. 385. 10. 113. 1022. o. 89. 330. 
103 3'39'-. 12 7. 714. 1. 223. 1'113. 2. 10. o. 
104 3868. en. 838, 284. 445. 1246. 67. o. lll. 
tn5 1329. 114. 361. 8. 221. 625. o. o. o. 
106 1)42~ .. 807. 1100. 68. 364. 2805. 12. 183 .. 86. 
107 31078. 2692 7. 450. 60. 5. 3281. 350. o. 7. 
lOA 14288. 7512. bbb .. 2 319. 236. 691. 2 594. 82. 188. 
109 7201. 4756. 462 .. 172. 180. 1255. 16}. o. 304. 
un 741)5. 589. 624 .. 699 .. 249. 4l6q., Bbl. o. 263. 
Ill 104 7. 2<1. 241. 38. 67. 62 3. 49. 1. o. 
112 5044. 196'1. 322. 1271. lvo. 640. 742. o. o. 
113 2317. 245 .. 562. 110. 363. 1096. 1. o. o. 
114 8226. 3238. 1068. 33. "306. 346 7. 114. o. o. 
11 '5 Q90. 13. 292. 3. 11'5. 567. o. o. 0, 
llb 100"3. 110. 308. 41. 175. 366. 3. o. o. 
117 5437. 1137. 545. 2538. 197. 742. 280. o. o. 
1\8 1008. 3'1.. 248. 59. 162. 506. o. o. o. 
119 9'l0. 230. I 86, 3. 52. 499. o. o. o. 
120 442. n. 116. 10. 122. 16 7. o. o. o. 
121 7'!7. 24. p~q. 21. 98. 390. o. o. o. 
122 174 7. 531. 302. z. 99, lll3. o. o. o. 
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fQf Al 4"'11530. 3?8198. 24310. 11212. 7873, 68997. 9742 .. 7105. 14100. 
121 73(}. l4<.1 .. l4h .. .. 10. 410. o. n. o. 
124 635 .. 06. 134. 2. 7. 396. o. o. o. 
125 7q4. 7. \94, 13. 10. 508. 1. o. o. 
1?h blJO .. 67. 174. 55. 160. 12 7. 11. o. o. 
127 1346. 143. 250. 44A. 83. 191. 231. o. o. 
128 '10. ?C .. 164. 4. 94. 388. o. o. o. 
129 402. 2 5. 91. 15. 117. 153. 1. o. o. 
no 51 •• 3. 63. 396,. 2. 55. o. o. o. 
\~1 1786. 1510. 64. 43. 4. 165. o. o. 
"· 112 544. 43. 119. 38. 3!. 313. o. o. o. 
133 &75. 9. 164. 17. 141. HZ. ?. o. o. 
134 13?. ?1. 172. 22. 71. 445. o. o. o. 
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13 5 8\)13 .. 43. 154. 447. 60. 77. H· o. o. 
B6 1n. 9. 169. 26. 86. 412. a. o. o. 
137 a 3 ~~~:. o. 254, 11. 87. 482. 1. o. 0. 
l'A 6 70. \6. 206. 23. 126. 298. o. o. o. 
139 h1f.. 4, 195. 126. 152. 195. 4. o. o. 
140 1504., 114. 110. 6 3. 52. 150. 5. 0. o. 
141 266A. 13. 459. 2006. 28. 95, 67. o. o. 
14 2 3 7?'. ': R • 81. 127. 74, 18. 15. o. o. 
143 24"· 
"'· 
41. 21}. 65, 18. o. o. \). 
\44 4 31. 9'). 93. 51. 146. 41. 7. o. o. 
14< 904. 32. 277. 23. 141. 430 .. l. o. u. 
\46 ~f\4. z. 184. 8. 65. 425. o. o. o. 
147 912. 21. 240. 4. 56. 590. o. o. o. 
148 11 OR. 173. 232. 2. 51. 650, o. o. o. 
149 1068. 411. 212. 2. 16. 42 7. o. o. o. 
\50 201 B. 362. 508. 2. 3&. 1110. o. o. o. 
\51 l~Jq. 541. 271. z. 29. 6b6. o. o. o. 
152 2f..2f... 261. 538, 94. 53. 1679. o. o. o. 
153 26 79. 1215. 254. 145. 28. 1037. o. o. v. 
!54 1\37. 171. 253. 18. 147. 548. o. Vo o. 
155 qq3. 52. 231. 17. 108. 583. o. o. o. 
150 744. 4. 183. 6. 83. 408. 0. o. o. 
1'7 102'?. 72. 283. 89. 72. 502. 5. o. o. 
158 l()qq,. 41. 2S8. 5. 100. 664,. o. o. o. 
\50 H!7. 5. 199, 10. 94. 509. o. o. o. 
1.~0 711)4. 63. 182. 6. 74. 429. o. '). o. 
161 1014. 85. 258, 4A4 .. 55, 112. 20. o. o. 
162 lQ2G. 8R t. 139, 6R3. 11. 111. 44. o. o. 
163 .,qf.. 62. Rl • q, 59. 185. 
''· 
o. o. 
104 ql4. ? 3 .. 171. 14 7. 47. 524. z. o. o. 
1h5 585. 129. llO. s. 72. 269. o. o. o. 
166 q~q. 22. 202. 190. 86. 469. o. o. o. 
16 7 334. 4 z. 70. 1. 11. 210. o. o. o. 
lA 9 1 7Q!i .. 757. 14 7. 11. z. 565. 114. o. o. 
lA-9* 234 7. 1781. lb. 549 .. 1. o. o. o. o. 
170 2'121. 723. 250. 8H4. 72. 3~0. 652. o. o. 
171• }4!)3 .. !.' 12. 221. 34;. 152. 128. 124. o. o. 
l 72 1073. fl ?e 184. 440. 92. 219. 55. 
"· 
o. 
173 q71. 16. \96. 233. 72. 425. 35. o. o. 
174 1431. 27. 374, 64. 123. 843. \), o. o. 
175 14'1?. 24. 348. 186. 180, 740. 13. o. o. 
17h 1437. 41. 268. 494. 184. 4ft4. 8. o. o. 
177 20~ 7. 84. 5~8. 182. 168. 1089. 6. o. o. 
178 l A77 .. 79. 4'n .. 83. 252. 969. 1. o. a. 
179 1274. 42. 34 7 .. '58. 22'5. 595. e. o. o. 
180 un. 630 .. 162. A • 77. Z'l5. o. o. o. 
l"i 1007. 171. 230. 2. 58. S'tb .. o. o. o. 
18? 1723. 821. 22!. 18. 73. c:qo .. o. o. o. 
183 21l7. 1263. 219. 2. 17. 556. o. o. o. 
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1 281 1017. 80. 221. 69. 201. 44 7. o. o. o. 
1 ?B2 2Z6b. bq6. 363. b49. 71. 314. 174. o. o. 
1 2R3 21i4b. 2~4. 593. ~. 289. 1403. o. o. o. 
1 ? R4 2763. 385. 648. 11. 266. 1454. o. o. o. 
7 2R5 1259. 58. 303. I. 120. 111. o. o. o. 
7 186 ltb&:. 105. ~57. 42. 189. 881. a. o. o. 
7 287 11)26. 26. 245. 127. 131. 472. 25. o. o. 
7 28R !349. 21 A. 299. 213. 189. 430. o. o. o. 
7 2Aq J!=-'l~. 198. 441. 159. 181. 587. o. o. o. 
7 ?90 1376. o. 316. 205. n. 521. 199. o. a. 
7 291 ~04';. 3657. 650. 1425. 413. 371. 1~30. o. o. 
7 zqz 39!9. 7H". 382. 5J3. 81. 1016. 1201. o. o. 
7 29~ 6342. 4195. 467. s. 183. 1488. o. o. o. 
7 294 3710. 2072. 144. 37. lbl. I 096. o. c. u. 
7 ~qs; 5655. 2639. 383. 78. 172. 238U. 3. o. o. 
7 296 1351· 12 7. 99. 504. 26. 41. 554. o. o. 
7 ?:CH 1~41· 138. 202. 1 c:r. II o. 752. 9Z. o. o. 
1 298 23758. \ 78:'R,. 743. 2165. 389. 164. 2469. o. o. 
7 299 13\9. )6. 331. 58. 160. 733. o. o. o. 
1 300 104?. 34. 271. 31. R2. 62 5. 
"· "· 
o. 
1 1•11 'H 7. 32. 121. 3. 29. 332. o. ~. o. 
7 302 482. o. 115. 31. tlO. 226. o. o. o. 
1 30'3 1~0. 16. lSI. 40. 75. 44 7. J. o. o. 
1 ?'04 ~Ql7. l!)G. 546. 1 ~q 3. 2\)A .. 2R59. 313. o. u. 
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3,11· 13A2. fl7?. 70, !32. 41. 129. I lB. o. o. 
"l(}7 2469. 1681. 103. 5U9. 1!. 164. o. o. o. 
6 lOR 901. P:)., 20'· ?9. 91. 447. 48. o. <). 
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,\,Q I ?2 s. 43. ?8A. 144. 02. 645. 12. o. o. 
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312 1 ?~ 1. 53. 295. 5. 54. R44. o. o. o. 
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'!?l ltHK. 2· 245. 16. 78. 671. o. o. o. 
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0 341 2., Al. nz. zn. 65. 96. 970. 6qz. o. o. 
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342 6 7'. 83. 1?8. tl. 22. 3q4. 38. o. o. 
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1464. 78. 35S. 15. 146. 780. 89. o. o. 
>44 l5'Ro 1 ?n. 367. 23. 136. 889. 2. o. o. 
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_}41) 1269. 232. 283. 13. 47. ~q4. o. o. o. 
b :4(:, 79\2. 13 33. 1126. 187. 264. 4979. n. o. o. 
147 2137. R 50. 378. 4. 143. 763. o. o. o. 
34A Qq4,. 2,?1. 184. 2. 66. ~27. o. n. o. 
i4 ~ t',43. 188. 1!2. 4. 5B. 281. o. o. o. 
~ 'j!} 871. IB2. !Oil, 124. II~. 119. 165. o. o. 
3<\ 763. 210. 161. 2. 10. 320. o. o. 
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'l,':-1 :'41H • .268. 279. 1294. 98. 118. 360 • o. o. 
<iS A AlB. I tq. 173. 9. lOA. 409. o. o. o. 
Vi\/ 9~8. I I B. 203. 5. 162. '500 .. o. o. o. 
3611 ,.,qp" 117. 139. t. 44. 398. o. IJ• o. 
6 '1>1 2JS8?. 1402. 116. 1. 249. 538. 11. o. o. 
A H'l?. 602 .. 3~. 169. ;. 1'•2· 248. o. o. u. 
6 301 ? 141. 575. 407 .. 1. 121. 1 J25. o. o. o. 
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5 373 640. 10. 232. 4. •H. 352. o. o. o. 
5 374 750. 71. 238. 12. u. 339. I. o. o. 
5 375 482. 9. HO. 9. lOt. 222· o. o. o. 
5 316 409. 9. 142. 9. 21. 229. o. o. o. 
5 377 13 .. 8. o. •o~. 101. l9h 646. 3. o. o. 
5 1255. !1Z9. 32. 22. 32. ~o. a. o. o. 
5 697. 13. 265. 9. 96. 3H. o. o. o. 
5 380 700. n. 224. 205. 25· 1~6. 27. o. o. 
5 381 433. 124· 155. 138. r. 1. a. o. o. 
5 382 866. 10. 151. 633. 38. 18. 16. o. o. 
5 383 ~23. o. 153. 191. 63. 15. o. o. o. 
5 384 221. o. 11. 88. 20. 8. 26. o. o. 
5 385 z. 191. 67. 68. 160. 16. o. o. 
5 386 93. o. 66. zs. so. u. 6. o. o. 
387 329. o. 110. 10. 75. 133. o. a. o. 
5 388 201. l. 68. 4. 29. 105. o. o. o. 
5 3R9 26'>. 3. 89. 3. zo. I H. o. o. o. 
5 390 260. 3. 84. 2. 18. 154. o. o. o. 
5 39! 448. 70. 99. z. 110. 167. o. o. o. 
5 392 357. 52. 81. 3. 16. 205. o. o. o. 
5 H3 %6. 28. 89. 10. 116. 123. o. o. o. 
5 394 700. 44. 165. 3. I H. 3H. o. o. o. 
5 395 185. o. 66. 14. 34. 70. 1. o. o. 
~ 306 205. 3. 72. 13. 37. ao. o. o. o. 
5 391 H7. 61. 140. 4. 39. 233. o. o. o. 
396 506. 1 •• 160. 4. 23. 299. o. o. o. 
399 664. 17. 197. 2. 76. 372. o. o. o. 
5 400 914. 131. 282. 3. 12. H6. o. o. o. 
5 ~Ol 424. !. U6. z. 27. 259. o. o. o. 
5 402 527. 35. 163. z. H. 282. o. o. o. 
5 403 519. !B. 165. 2. 30. 304. o. o. o. 
5 404 1041. 1004. 13. o. zo. 
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o. o. o. 
5 405 977. 248. 230. 61. 62. 314. z. o. o. 
406 246. 2. 79. 3. 15. 1H. o. o. o. 
407 285. 3. 92. 2. 21+. 164. o. o. o. 
408 1437. 4. 233. 10. !56. 5. o. o. 
67. 2. 26. 137. o. o. o. 
63. 3. 21. 104. o. o. o. 
320. l. 104. a. 42. 161. 3. o. o. 
2. !13. 4. 106. H2. o. o. o. 
l2b. 2. 46. 2. 17. 59. o. o. o. 
202. 69. 9. 50. H. o. o. o. 
42. z. 31. u. o. o. o. 
49. 6. 43. 38. o. o. o. 
4. !9. lb. o. o. o. 
6. 27. 15. o. o. o. 
o. 5. 30. 41. o. o. o. 
59. o. ! 8. 5. 26. !0. o. o. o. 
oq. o. 19. H. t. 1. o. o. 
7 o. 20. 24. 1. o. o. o. 
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4?3 96. o. H. 9, 47. 
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z. o. o.· 
424 !H. 41. 22. 36. ' ~. a. o. o. 
4:? s• sq. o. 17. 19. zz. 1. o. o. o. 
l a. o. H. 36. H. 1. z. o. o. 
421* o. 16. 16. 23. 1. z. o. o. 
5 428* no. o. 16. 18. 24. t. I. o. o. 
5 o. 26. 17. 19. o. o. o. o. 
o. 14. 13. u. o. !. o. o. 
HI o. 25. 13. 15. o. a. o. o. 
o. 54. 14. 49, 15. 6. o. o. 
o. 28. l. 6. ~6. o. o. o. 
414 33. 10. 26. 22. o. o. o. 
o. 45. 3. 7. 68. o. o. o. 
J. 43. .. 19. 47. 31 • o. o. 
42. 6. 16. 53. o. o. o. 
o. 6. 52. 258. o. o. o. 
3. 40. 123. o. o. o. 
90. 65. 85. 89. 108. o. o. o. 
3335. 3440. 9706. 825. o. o. 
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lf'~ ES TR,AC T 117 
zo}~FS IN CEN TRACT 176 
A•EA 36UoU. 63210. 564<;0. 43H98. 73116. 35699. 63117. 
APPENDIX G - Correspondence Table: 440 Zone to Census Tract 
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54 2 003 01) 
54 20J4i)O 
54 200500 









































































S 1 3lVtOOO 
82 303 tOv 






8 6 34 1t•JUU 
87 34h2UO 
EHl 346 1 UO 
89 352100 
G-2 
Contra Costa Contra Costa Alameda Alameda (continued) (continued) (continued) (continued) 
Census Census Census Census 
Zone Tract Zone Tract Zone Tract Zone Tract 
89 3 52 2 00 112 365000 1?.6 420300 141 401900 
90 350000 113 366000 126 420400 14 1 't 02 000 
91 353000 113 367100 127 422000 142 403200 92 354000 113 367 200 127 422100 t42 -403300 
93 349UUO 113 5613000 127 423?00 14 3 40.2 61JO 
93 351200 113 369000 128 42lt100 143 403000 
94 341000 ll4 360100 12 R 421900 143 405100 
94 342000 114 3602!)0 128 422200 144 402700 
94 351100 114 3610:10 128 422 300 144 402800 
95 347000 114 363000 129 421 700 144 402900 
95 348000 115 371000 129 4•22400 .1..4.;. 403400 t 96 340000 115 372000 129 4.22<tuo 145 403500 
97 325000 115 3 74 000 130 422500 14 5 4 03 f, OIJ 
97 326000 116 381000 130 422600 145 403700 
98 3 39 000 116 382000 131 40UluO 145 40~900 
99 3 38 300 117 378000 132 422700 14 ') 404000 
99 343000 117 379000 132 423 700 145 404100 
100 338100 117 380000 132 423800 146 405200 
100 338200 llB 3 73000 133 422 HOO 146 4 05 3 00 
10 1 3372JO 118 375000 1.33 423500 146' 4051tOO 
101 337300 118 376000 133 423600 146 405500 
102 334000 118 377000 133 423900 146 '•05c,QO 
102 ~35000 119 362000 13 4 423000 14 7 403f500 
102 337100 119 370000 13 4 423 100 141 40't900 
10 3 3 30 000 119 384000 134 42330J 147 <'t05 000 
10:) 331000 120 38tJOOO 134 4234·)0 14 7 4u5lUO 
103 332000 uo 387vu0 l3S 425100 14 8 426100 
10 3 333100 12 1 383000 13 6 400701) 1-t R '•26 200 
103 333200 12 1 3 88 ;)I)'J 136 lt00800 ll .. CJ 401<200 
1Ll't 327000 121 389100 136 4 00900 149 404300 
10 1t 328000 121 389200 136 424000 151) 404400 
104 329000 12 2 385100 13 7 400 200 l5U 401-t 500 
104 336100 122 385200 137 4003 00 151 '•04600 104 336200 122 3 9<) 1 ')0 137 't0U400 15 1 40lt lt)O 
105 323000 1~2 390?00 13 7 400500 152 40d000 
lU 5 321H)0Q 122 3.91 000 13 7 40C600 152 403100 
106 32llJJ 122 392000 l~R 40101]() 153 40•)900 
106 32l2i)O 13 G 40.1.100 153 '·10000 
'lU6 322\)J,) 133 401200 154 408300 107 3560UO Alameda 139 40 1300· 154 4(;8.;.0() 
lOf! 315000 139 401400 15 1+ 409100 
10!3 3 20 OOC'~ 12 3 '+21500 139 '1015•)0 15/1 '• CCHlJO 109 316000 12 3 42160-J 139 40160u 15 5 408700 
109 317uJJ 12 4 421100 140 401 800 155 '•03 500 109 31HOOO 124 421200 140 402100 155 408600 109 319000 l?. '+ 421400 l 55 408700 109 357000 '12 5 420 FlO 140 4 C2 2 OJ l'J6 407400 
110 35ROUJ 125 'r2i) 2 0 0 140 402300 156 40J500 
110 359100 12 5 4?u:5UO 140 4u24uJ 156 407600 
tlu 359 200 12 5 420(,()0 140 402:'),)\) 156 407700 
1 1 1 364000 125 421 2-00 141 401 7\..1<) 
3 
Alameda Alameda Alameda Alameda (continued) (continued) (continued) (continued) 
Census Census Census Census 
Zone Tract Zone Tract Zone Tract Zone Tract 
157 40690J 174 432100 li39 436ih)() 206 450200 
15 7 407000 ~74 432200 189 436900 20b 450300 
157 407800 il7'4 432700 190 4370uo 2lj 7 450100 
157 407900· 175 4C9100 190 437100 208 450600 
158 404 800 175 't092QQ lCJI) 437200 ,209 450600, 
·1s n 4C6600 175 432300 190 437300 210 45071)0 
158 406700 17 5 432500 19 1 437400 211 450700 
15 8 4Cr6 800 175 432f.OO 191 437500 212 451600 
15 9 40621)0 176 433i00 191 437600 212 4Sl 700 
159 40650C 176 43321.)0 19 l 437700 213 451300 
159 4 C7l 00 177 433300 191 43780U 213 451 1t 00 
159 4072l)l) 17 7 433500 192 43BZJO 214 45150u 
160 405700 177 433600 1°2 438300 215 451200 
16 0 405 800 177 435900 19? 438400 216 451100 
16U 405900 177 436000 195 L,jg 000 
16 () 4 06 300 t 7R 43370U P"3 43FH O(J Santa Clara 
160 4 C6 1H)0 178 1+35600 1 <f 4 44010U 
16 l 4060(J0 178 435700 194 440?00 217 512 700 
161 4 06100 178 43580U, 191· 'r40 10,} 218 51?~i0() 
162 427400 178 lt3610U 1 C) 5 44l3dU ?18 51260\J 
162 427500 179 433000 195 4L.c l L,'JO 219 51 2"• 00 
163 4 27 ()00 1..,. Cl I J 433800 195 441".00 220 512300 
163 427700 179 433900 196 441700 2 2 l ?l2luu 
l<Vi-. 427 :~oo 179 434 000 196 442500 '222 51? 200 
16 1+ ~27800 181) 432800 19 (, 44?600 223 5 ll 8 OIJ 
164 42790() 180 432900 19 (, 44~7u0 2?4 5ll90i 
165 428400 181 430500 196 44 2 roo 224 5 11 9d2 
16 5 428500 181 430600 19 7 441BOO 22 5 512001 
165 428600 182 430300 19 8 441100 22 5 512002 
16 6 427100 1H2 430400 198 441?00 22L> 512003 
166 427200 1E 2 4 30 700 199 442000 ?26 512 1J01t 
166 1t2·900U 183 430200 lQY 442100 227 503302 
166 428100 lB 3 1t30 800 lq9 442 200 227 5 03 3 OJ 
16 7 428200 1f4 '• 30900 1":19 44 31JO 228 50] 3\.)1 
lb8 428300 l8 1t 431000 200 441500 229 50.)201 
1 f, 9 409000 1811' 431100 200 443200 2 2(1 503 20 2 
170 432400 184 4 31200 2UL) 443]Ql) 23LJ 50310.:t 
l}O 433400 185 435'r00 20 l 4 1t·'t 1 OJ 23l 5 03 10 l 
171 409000 lR 5 43::>500 2U l 1tL~4 ZJ() 231 5 03 102 
:17.2 40730:) 186 43Ul00 201 444400 2ll 503103 
172 408300 187 {t35l00 202 444300 232 5 02 5 00 
t 7 2 40>3900 li37 It 36 500 202 444 500 232 50.3U0l 
17 3 Lt093i)lj 187 43"/900 202 44460J 232 50300? 
17~ 409400 188 1't35200 203 442300 232 503003 
173 409501) 18 8 435300 203 44240U 233 502904 
1 7"1 't09 GOu l3R 4.56400 ?03 442900 233 502CJ05 17 !t 410100 lBq 436200 2l• 3 443000 23j 502906 
174 410200 189 436300 204 441900 234 5 02 001 174 4lOjJ0 189 't366.')0 205 450400 234 5U:?.902 l 7 t~ 410't00 lR 9 436 700 ' 205 45()500 234 5 02 903 
Santa Clara Santa Clara Santa Clara Santa Clara (continued) {continuedl (continued) (continued) 
Census Census Census 
Zone Tract Zone Tract ZonE Zone Tract 
235 50?.701 251 5 02101 276 506102 290 504801 
235 5()~702 251 502102 276 506103 290 504802 
235 502800 252 5 02 2 oo 277 505303- 291 5049 236 5{]6 801 25 2 50?. 600 277 505500 291 504902 
236 506 802 253 502 300 218 505301 291 5 05000 236 5 06 803 254 5 01900 278 505302 292 504301 236 506804 ?55 501700 278 505304 293 5043 
236 506900 255 501800 278 5053 05 294 50lt403 
237 5G7000 255 5 02400 278 505401 294 5 04404 238 5 C71 00 256 500900 278 505402 29:, 504 1t0 1 23tl 507201 256 501000 278 505403 295 504402 23 8 507202 256 501200 279 50}3?01 2q6 5 04405 239 507301 256 501300 27C) 508 202 297 5045•Jl 23 q 507302 256 501600 279 5G85l1L 297 504?02 240 5 075 00 237 503400 279 -5 08502 298 504601 240 507600 25!-3 501400 280 508701 298 504602 
241 511701 258 5 Cl5 00 280 50i1702 ?98 5 04 700 
241 511702 258 503601 280 508703 299 510600 241 511703 258 503602 280 5C8800 299 510700 24 l 511704 . 259 5 00100 280 508900 299 510 0 242 507701 259 5Ull Jl) 280 509JOO 300 511000 242 507702 260 500 ?00 281 5(8600 300 5111 0 242 5 07703 26l 5GO~OO 2A 1 509103 301 511200 
243 s 01 eo 1 I 2f 2 50!)400 2R? s og 101 30?. 511300 
?.43 5C7flU2 262 5 00600 ?.8 2 5<)910?. 303 511400 
244 5U'i00l 263 505800 283 508 30 l 303 511500 
244 503002 264 500500 283 50R302 304 511 
244 5 08 1 o l 264 5 C2 000 283 508401 
·244 508102 265 5 00700 283 5 08 40 2 
245 507901 ?.11 5 5 GOfh)O 284 5 09401 San Mateo 
245 507902 266 5 0150 l ----28 4 509902 
246 506 201 267 503502 284 510 00 L 305 6b 100 
246 5 06 2 02 26 7 5 03 5 03 284 510002 305 613200 
247 501401 267 504000 284 51Dltl0 306 611800 
2'1-7 507402 267 504100 28 5 .509S:Jt 307 611700 
248 506601 26B 5 04200 ze 5 5 098 02 30 R 6 11000 
248 506602 269 503800 28 5 5102 00 308 612000 
748 506603 269 5 03 900 28(, 510300 309 fl2100 
248 5 06604 271) 50.3701 28f> 510400 309 612200 
249 506 501 270 501702 286 : l\)500 309 f:.12 300 
249 506 502 270 503 703 2.37 510801 309 612 400 
249 5C6503 ?71 5(;5100 2B7 510802 310 !:12600 
249 5 OA 701 27 2 505203 2G7 51dR03 310 612 700 
249 506702 273 505201 288 5 09 3 01 31U 612d,JO 
249 5 06 703 273 505202 288 5 09 302 311 t,l2500 
250 506301 274 5 05600 28B 509400 312 6!1500 
250 506302 274 5 cs 700 289 5C02 312 61161)J 
?50 506301 275 505900 20'1 5 09 500 '3ll 6i0400 
2')0 506401 275 506000 2FH 5C9600 313 610500 
250 5 06402 276 5 06 l 0 t 289 5 0C)700 313 6l0t;•JJ 
5 
San Mateo San Mateo San Mateo San Francisco 
(continued) (continued) (continued) (continued) 
Census Census 
Zone Tract Zone Tract Zone Zone Tract 
. 314 610700 33 7 6 06200 360 602500 378 6() 
315 6U3u0 33 7 606300 360 6 600 379 25 00 
315 t 11400 '33'3 6C7600 361 601600 379 5200 
316 6l29•JO 338 607700 361 601700 379 25 300 
316 613 000 339 6C7500 362 601400 9 25400 
317 613300 33C) 608 500 362 e: ot 5t)O 3AO 22600 
317 613400 340 6 07 800 363 6 00'300 380 22700 
318 609600 341 607<)00 '363 6 00900 381 60700 
318 6 09 700 341 6 08000 36 3 601000 382 17 
31"9 .6 09 ROO 341 6Q8L!iJ0 363 601100 38 3 
' 
178 
319 611100 342 603100 363 t 0120!) 383 18000 
319 611200 342 6 08 2 00 364 601300 384 17700 
320 610800 342 6C8 300 365 f, 00400 385 22800 
320 61091..)0 343 605300 365 600500 38 5 2.~ 900 
320 611000 343 6 C54 00 365 600600 386 100 
321 6C9'300 343 6 05 500 365 6 00700 386 20200 
321 609900 343 605800 366 600100 38 7 20701..) 
321 6 to 000 344 6 04900 366 600200 387 20800 
321 6l«H ao 344 605000 366 600300 38 7 2090 
322 610200 344 605200 38 7 21000 
323 610300 345 6045 00 San Francisco 3.98 20300 
324 6 09100 345 604600 388 2060 
324 6 J9200 345 604 700 36 7 23400 '18 q 2 100 
324 6 cg'• oo 3 1t 5 6 04800 367 25800 3 fl9 21300 
324 609500 346 603 too 36 7 26400 389 21400 
32 5 6 08 600 346 6 0.) 200 367 61000 390 21500 
326 h CB 7 00 346 6 03 300 368 60600 390 21800 
327 607200 346 603400 369 23100 391 21600 
327 6 07 300 346 603500 369 23200 391 21700 
328 613 800 347 602700. 369 60800 392 30100 
329 613 71)0 347 6 02 800 370 609t)(f 3q ~ 31)1 
330 613500 347 602 QOQ 371 23000 394 20400 
330 613600 347 6 03 uoo 371 23300 394 20~00 
331 6 05600 348 603.600 372 25600 394 21200 
332 6 05 700 348 6 03 700 372 25700 394 30500 
333 6 C6 800 349 6 02400 372 25900 395 l6HOO 
333 606900 350 6 04100 372 60500 3g5 16900 
333 6 07000 351 603800 373 25'500 396 16200 
334 6C7100 352 603 CJOO 373 2t:OOO' 396 16300 
334 608800 352 6 04i)00 374 26100 396 ]6400 
33 1.- 608900 353 604200 374 26 200 39 ., 16600 
334 6 09000 35tt 6 G4400 374 26 300 39 7 16 700 
335 606700 355 605100 375 31000 39 7 17000 
335 607400 356 6 0·~300 375 31100 59 7 1!100 
336 606400 35 7 602300 376 31.200 398 30 0 
336 606500 358 6 02 OJ\) 376 31400 398 3030 
336 6 C6600 358 6 02 100 377 30000 399 30400 
337 60590(1 35 8 6 02 200 3"17 3l3JO 399 30600 
33 7 6(f>OOJ 359 601800 377 33100 399 30800 
33 7 6 U6100 359 6 01900 377 33200 400 32800 
G-6 
San francisco San francisco 
(continued) (continued) 
Census Census 
Zone Tract Zone Tract 
400 32'900 42~ 17600' 
400 33000 421J 17600 
401 32600 42 ., 17600 
4Jl 32700 428 1"760.0 
40 2 35300. 429 11600 
402 35400 430 11500 
403 35100 431 10500 
403 35200 432 10100 
404 60300 433 10400 
405 47700 434 10600. 
405 47800 434 1070!) 
40 5 47900 435 10300 
405 60200 435 10800 
406 42700 436 1u?OO 
406 4281JO 43 7 10900 
407 l4260l) 437 11000 
407 47600 438 13 000 
408 60100 438 13100 
409 41) 200 438 13 200 
409 45200 438 13400 
·410 40100 43R 13 500 
410 't5100 439 12800 
411 1.3 500 439 12900 
411 15400 440 12600 --" 
412 15600 440 12700 
412 15700 
412 16500 























APPEND I X H 
This appendix displays the age and sex distributions of the regional 
population projections to the years 1990 and 2000 for Base Cases 1 and 2, 
and the estimated 1975 distribution for comparison. The projections are 
made using a cohort survival model. 
Af,F •,ROUP ~ALES 
(!- 4 1727">3. 
5- q l~bAOl. 
10-14 21A296. 
15-14 222q77. 
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AGE AND SEX DISTRIBUTION OF 
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PROJECTION: BASE CASE 1 
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AGE AND SEX DISTRIBUTION OF 
2000 REGIONAL POPULATION 
PROJECTION: BASE CASE 1 
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AGE AND SEX DISTRIBUTION OF 
1~90 REGIONAL POPULATION 
PROJECTIDN: BASE CASE 2 
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AGE AND SEX DISTRIBUTION OF 
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